
 

The Aquotter is a heavy duty pouch designed for water rescue 

and recovery of victims. It has a load limit of 350 KG (760 lbs.) 

and is perfectly suited for water usage. It is constructed using a 

heavy gauge mesh and vinyl that enables it to be used as a 

conventional soft litter while allowing the water to drain away 

from the patient as they are being hoisted into the recovery craft. 

It’s thin design ensures it is easy to pull under the patient during 

the rescue. Multiple webbed straps and a continuous rope 

edging, allow the Aquotter to be easily maneuvered under and 

around the patient.  Unfortunately, some rescues turn into 

recovery operations and the Aquotter opens as a U shaped 

zippered body bag, encapsulating the body for retrieval onto the 

boat or rescue craft. The mesh design makes sure that the 

responders are not lifting unnecessary gallons of water during 

the recovery.

The Aquotter also acts as a discreet, conventional removal pouch 

should the victim have to be transferred for forensics or to an 

Aftercare facility.

www.TraverseRescue.com

info@traverserescue.comTraverse Rescue LLC.

Toll Free: 866.998.7866

Features

Design

•  Respond: Quick  to deploy on scene and simple to use. Light-

   weight yet extremely sturdy.

•  Rescue: Multiple handles and rope outline makes it easy to 

   slide under the patient. Vinyl “skidplate” on the bottom makes it 

   easy to drag the patient onto the rescue craft. 750 lb capacity 

   ensures strength is there when needed.

•  Recovery: Should the rescue turn into a recovery, the durable 

   mesh constructon  allows for the body to be encapsulated while 

   allowing water to drain from the pouch to reduce the lifting 

   weight into the craft.

•  Removal: Provides a strong discreet body bag to allow for the 

   deceased to be removed to location for further forensic work or 

   funeral arrangements.

Part No. Description Weight Load Capacity

05-0130 AquOtter 224 cm / 88 in 58 cm / 23 in

Length Width Folded Length Folded Width

91 cm / 36 in 48 cm / 19 in 2.7 kg / 6 lb 350 kg / 760 lb
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AquOtter
Water Rescue & Recovery Pouch
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